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QUESTION: 57
Which two OSPF LSA types will you see in a stub area? (Choose two.)

A. network (Type 2)
B. summary (Type 3)
C. ASBR summary (Type 4)
D. external (Type 5)

Answer: A, B

QUESTION: 58
You disconnected a switch from the Virtual Chassis, but the disconnected switch's
member ID is still displayed in the status output. Which operational command is used to
remove the disconnected member?

A. request virtual-chassis renumber member-id 3 new-member-id 2
B. request virtual-chassis vc-port delete pie-slot 2 port 0
C. request virtual-chassis reactivate
D. request virtual-chassis recycle

Answer: D

QUESTION: 59
Click the Exhibit button.

Referring to the exhibit, which two statements are correct? (Choose two.)

A. All traffic destined to the 172.25.11.0/24 subnet will be discarded.
B. SSH traffic received from host IP 172.25.11.2 will be accepted.
C. Any traffic not matched by one of the terms will be discarded.
D. ICMP echo requests destined to 172.25.11.10 will be accepted.

Answer: C, D

QUESTION: 60
Which statement is true about load balancing of equal cost paths?

A. A load-balancing policy must be configured under the policy-options hierarchy.
B. The route preference parameter must be manually set to the same value.
C. The maximum-paths parameter must be configured under the routing-options
hierarchy.
D. Traffic is balanced across equal cost paths by default.

Answer: D
QUESTION: 61
What is the default BGP group type on a Junos device?

A. internal
B. external
C. multihop
D. null

Answer: B

QUESTION: 62
Which two statements are true about nonstop bridging (NSB)? (Choose two.)

A. NSB does not require all participating Routing Engines to run the same version of the
Junos OS.
B. NSB can be enabled under the protocols layer2-controlhierarchy.
C. NSB requires you to configure graceful Routing Engine switchover (GRES).
D. NSB does not require you to configure graceful Routing Engine switchover (GRES).

Answer: B, C

QUESTION: 63
Click the Exhibit button.

Referring to the exhibit, when using the default routing behavior, what happens to
Packet A and Packet B on R1?

A. Packet A is rejected and Packet Bis forwarded to its destination.
B. Packet A is forwarded to its destination and Packet Bis rejected.
C. Packet A and Packet Bare forwarded to their respective destinations.

D. Packet A and Packet Bare discarded.

Answer: B

QUESTION: 64
Which Junos feature allows you to combine multiple interfaces into a single bundle?

A. VRRP
B. Virtual Chassis
C. LAG
D. NSB

Answer: C

QUESTION: 65
You are asked to ensure that a designated interface on an EX Series switch only allows a
specific server to pass traffic. Which two features are required to satisfy this solution?
(Choose two.)

A. IP source guard
B. proxy ARP
C. MAC limiting
D. persistent MAC learning

Answer: C, D
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